
APRIL 23-29                                         ONE WEEK 

MAY 28/29/30  

FRI/SAT/SUN

SMILES OF A 
SUMMER NIGHT
NEW 35MM PRINT!
Sommarnattens leende (1958) 
In the course of a “white night” 
in mid-summer 1901, stuffy lawyer
Gunnar Björnstrand, despite
virginal new wife Ulla Jacobsson,
tries to renew his romance with stage star Eva Dahlbeck; while a
young man’s aborted suicide turns into a fantasy come true.
Bergman’s first great international success (basis for Sondheim’s
A Little Night Music) is “a mixture of operetta and comedy”
(Bergman), its decor inspired by his triumphant stage production
of The Merry Widow. “One of the few classics of carnal comedy.”
– Pauline Kael. Grand Prize, Cannes. 1:00, 3:10, 5:15, 7:30, 8:45 

MAY 31/JUNE 1  MON/TUE  

(MATINEES ONLY ON TUESDAY)

THE PASSION OF ANNA
En passion (1969) On the island of Fårö, solitude-seeking Max von
Sydow finds himself involved with cynical couple Bibi Andersson
and Erland Josephson and high-strung widow Liv Ullmann, with
major events seemingly transpiring between scenes, a memorable
dinner sequence, and intercut analyses of their roles by the
actors. Relatively unsung, this is one of Bergman’s greatest
works. “Sublimely beautiful.” – Joe Morgenstern, Newsweek.
National Society of Film Critics’ Award for Best Director. 
MON 1:10, 3:15, 5:20, 7:30, 9:30   TUE 1:10, 3:15, 5:20

JUNE 1  TUE (EVENING ONLY) 

(2 FILMS FOR 1 ADMISSION)

FRENZY NEW 35MM PRINT! 
Hets (1945, Alf Sjöberg) Painfully adolescent Alf Kjellin finds
solace only in the arms of hooker Mai Zetterling, but her main
man turns out to be... With a screenplay by 25-year-old
Bergman, who also served as director Sjöberg’s assistant, it
was Sweden’s first international hit in two decades. “A masterful
film, beautifully acted.” – Elliott Stein, Village Voice.   7:30

CRISIS
Kris (1946) Provincial girl Inga Landgré opts for city life when
birth mother Marianne Löfgren suddenly arrives on a visit with
younger lover Stig Olin in tow. Bergman’s first directing job
features a double-exposure dream sequence and the first of
many mirror shots — precursors of his mature style.   9:30

T H R O U G H  A  G L A S S  D A R K LY  

JUNE 2  WED

THROUGH A GLASS DARKLY 
Såsom i en spegel (1961) Amid a family’s island summer
holiday, schizophrenic daughter Harriet Andersson (in arguably
the greatest performance of Bergman’s entire oeuvre)
inexorably descends into outright madness — but father
Gunnar Björnstrand tells his son that “God is love, love is God.”
With a four-person cast that also includes Max von Sydow and
Lars Passgård, this is the first of Bergman’s “chamber” films
and the first of his “God and Man” trilogy. (Parts 2 and 3, Winter
Light and The Silence play on June 9 & 16.) Oscar for Best
Foreign Film.   1:00, 2:50, 4:40, 6:30, 8:20, 10:10

JUNE 3  THU

SCENES FROM 
A MARRIAGE  
ORIGINAL FULL-LENGTH VERSION!
Scener ur ett äktenskap (1973)
Bergman chronicles the 10-year
relationship of Liv Ullmann and Erland Josephson, beginning
with their seemingly perfect two-career, two children marriage,
contrasted with Jan Malmsjö and Bibi Andersson’s bickering;
and progressing through an extramarital affair, blunted
reconciliations and re-marriages, to a final peace. Made in six
parts for Swedish TV, it was cut by nearly 2 hours for U.S.
theatrical release. We will be showing the complete 282-minute
version (with intermissions). Digital projection.   1:30, 7:00

JUNE 4/5  FRI/SAT

THE SEVENTH SEAL
Det sjunde Inseglet (1957) Back from the Crusades, knight Max
von Sydow plays chess with Death in the one of the most famous
images in film, as in a plague-ridden 14th-century Sweden he
travels in quest of his wife, past wailing flagellants and a witch
ready for burning. Establishing Bergman in the top ranks of
contemporary directors, the first of his God-
haunted works “contains some of the most
extraordinary images ever committed to celluloid”
(Nigel Floyd). Shot in a single take, the famous
“Dance of Death” was a split-second improvisation
when the light suddenly changed and the skies
grew dramatic.   1:10, 3:15, 5:30, 7:40, 9:45
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(1977, BRUNO BARRETO) 1943, and
it’s Carnaval time in Bahia, but
in the midst of the revelry the
chief dancer suddenly drops
dead; and as cooking
teacher Sonia Braga runs to
the side of her moribund
husband Vadinho (José
Wilker), we flash back to their
life together. Sure he was a
compulsive gambler, constantly
cheated on her, tossed down the
booze by the bucket, and stole her
money, but in bed. . . ! The second time
around she plays it safe with respectable
stuffed-shirt pharmacist Mauro Mendonça
— but he plays the oboe for fun and
wears pajamas and undershirt . . . even on their honeymoon. If
only. . . But wait . . .  Who’s that naked man lying in her bed?
Could it be the ghost of Vadinho? This adaptation of Jorge
Amado’s classic ribald novel, by 23-year-old director Barreto,

was the most successful film in
Brazilian history, both at home,

where it out-grossed Jaws
and Star Wars combined,
and abroad, where it
eclipsed the track record
set by Black Orpheus. Jam-

packed with Bahian music
(Chico Buarque’s infectious

theme song became a disco
staple), savory home cooking

(love that palm oil), and steamy sex in
the raw (so steamy it was cut from
Brazilian prints), Dona Flor also launched
Sonia Braga, already Brazil’s hottest
telenovela star, as an international love
goddess, here as a woman who

ultimately finds a way to get the best of both worlds.

A NEW YORKER FILMS RELEASE 

1:20, 3:25, 5:30, 7:35, 9:40

(1950, GEORGE SIDNEY)
“You cain’t get a man
with a gun,” belts Betty
Hutton, and starts
proving it right off,
when, as sharpshootin’
backwoods gal Annie
Oakley, she bests
Howard Keel’s chagrined
Frank Butler, erstwhile
marksman star of
Buffalo Bill’s Wild West
Show. They’re obviously
meant for each other,

but Keel’s got definite ideas about “The Girl That I Marry,”
while Hutton is certain that “Anything You Can Do I Can Do
Better.” Those hits just keep coming in
Irving Berlin’s celebrated score:
“Doin’ What Comes Natur’lly,”
“They Say It’s Wonderful,” “I’m
an Indian, Too” (dropped from
the recent Broadway revival 
as un-p.c.), “I Got the Sun in 
the Morning,” and topped by 
that guaranteed show-stopper
“There’s No Business Like Show
Business.” As produced by the
legendary Arthur Freed (who paid a
record $800,000 for the rights),
MGM’s Annie was the most
faithful Broadway-to-screen
adaptation to date. But for a
film so joyous, its history is
remarkably checkered: the
picture’s first Annie, Judy
Garland, was fired after
shooting a few numbers;
original director Busby
Berkeley was axed as well,
and replacement Charles

Walters found out that he was being replaced — by
musicals whiz George Sidney — only after hearing
Hedda Hopper announce it on the radio; and the original
Buffalo Bill, Frank Morgan (The Wizard of Oz), died
suddenly of a heart attack and was replaced by Louis
Calhern. Despite a seemingly jinxed production, Annie
still became one of the studio’s all-time musical
blockbusters and, while Garland’s fans were
disappointed, the high-octane Hutton (here as
vivacious as her Trudy Kockenlocker in Preston
Sturges’s The Miracle of Morgan’s Creek) hits “the
high watermark of her career” (Clive Hirschhorn).
Pauline Kael wrote that her performance “didn’t get the
praise it deserved.” Long held up in legal limbo, this is
Annie’s first theatrical presentation since 1973 — in a
lustrous new 35mm print which, made with modern

preservation and printing techniques
from the original 3-strip Technicolor

camera negative, is close to —
or better than — those seen in
the original release. 

A WARNER BROS.
RELEASE   

1:00, 3:10, 5:25, 7:45, 10:00

APRIL 16-22    ONE WEEK      

IRVING BERLIN’sNEW
35mm
PRINT!

starring   Betty Hutton   Howard Keel
FIRST THEATRICAL SCREENINGS IN 31 YEARS!

“DRIP-ALONG 
DAFFY”

’

EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION!

STARRING  GARY COOPER  GRACE KELLY

(1952) “Do not forsake me,
oh, my darlin’, on this, our
weddin’ day” — but there’s
more than nuptials ahead
for retiring sheriff Gary
Cooper: the noon train’s
bringing revenge-minded
Ian MacDonald back from
the pen, with three gun-
packing henchmen —

including Spaghetti Western star-to-be Lee Van Cleef — as his
welcoming committee. But of course his Quaker bride Grace Kelly
knows he’s got to stay and fight it out, and the townspeople will
stand with him at the showdown — or will they? On just about
everybody’s checklist for Greatest Western Ever Made (and #1
of all time for presidents Reagan, Bush II... and Clinton), and
at the same time a biting metaphorical indictment of
McCarthyism (screenwriter Carl Foreman was blacklisted soon
after). It’s also a scintillatingly suspenseful screen experiment
in “real time” (the screen story spanning only the same 85
minutes as the film, the effect reinforced by repeated close-
ups of inexorably ticking clocks), and, in the cold sweat
forming on the hero’s haggard face (Cooper used the
bleeding ulcer he suffered during the shoot to help him
win his second Academy Award), one of the screen’s
starkest portraits of fear and loneliness. Seven Oscar
nominations, including Best Picture, Director, and
Screenplay, winning for Cooper, Editing, the legendary
score by Russian expat Dimitri Tiomkin, and the
Tiomkin/Ned Washington theme song warbled by Tex
Ritter. This 35mm print has been struck directly from the
original negative, giving a look distinctly superior to any
previous prints, including those of the original release.
(Normal release prints are struck from an intermediate
negative to avoid wear and tear on the original.) In other
words: we always knew Cooper was sweating — now you
can count the drops! Produced by Stanley Kramer and
photographed by Floyd Crosby, father of rock legend David.

A PARAMOUNT RELEASE  1:20, 3:10, 5:30, 7:20, 9:10

®

GODZILL
MAY7-20  TWO WEEKS

50th ANNIVERSARY!

(1954, ISHIRO HONDA) On a sunny day and
calm waters, a Japanese steamer sinks in flames when
the sea erupts; a salvage vessel sent to the rescue
disappears the same way; exhausted, incoherent
survivors babble of a monster. Could it be . . .? Gojira
(the original title, an amalgam of gorilla and kujira —
Japanese for whale) was
the biggest-budgeted film
in Japanese history at 
that time, costing nearly
twice as much as the 
same studio’s The Seven
Samurai, released the
same year. An enormous
hit, Godzilla spawned 50
years of sequels, countless
rip-offs, and a new genre:
the kaiju eiga, or Japanese
monster movie. Sold to an
American distributor two
years later, it was re-cut, re-arranged and atrociously
dubbed, with added scenes (shot in Hollywood) of a pre-
Perry Mason Raymond Burr observing the action from
the sidelines. The re-named Godzilla: King of the
Monsters still became America’s idea of a classic
Japanese movie — and of cheesy movie-making. But the
original Japanese Godzilla is one of the great science
fiction films by a master of the genre, Ishiro Honda. The
U.S. cut ran 20 minutes shorter, with another 20
snipped to make room for Burr, so that nearly a third —
or 40 minutes — of the Japanese footage was shorn.
References to the Bomb, in particular, were excised.
Akira Takarada’s salvage expert likening the monster to

the H-Bomb; Tokyo commuters wisecracking about
surviving yet another disaster; and the original
cautionary ending. Also lost were the opening credits
with the ominous main theme by the great Akira Ifukube,
punctuated by off-screen thuds and roars; a romantic
rivalry between Takarada and eye-patched scientist
Akihiko Hirata; a vituperous session in the Japanese
Parliament; a TV announcer’s hilarious stomp-by-stomp
account of the monster’s rampage; and more scenes
with the real (human) star of the movie, Takashi Shimura

(best known for his
Kurosawa roles, including
the leader of The Seven
Samurai and the doomed
man of Ikiru), as a
revered paleontologist
who insists that Godzilla
must be studied, not
destroyed (he’s in the
minority). This first
Godzilla is truly terrifying
— a 30-story Jurassic
behemoth, almost always
seen at night, and intent

on destroying an exquisitely detailed miniature Tokyo —
a tour de force by special effects genius Eiji Tsubaraya.
Tsubaraya’s use of “suitmation” — the often-belittled
“actor in monster suit” method — was due to time and
budget restraints, but, in concert with noirish
cinematography, his low-tech approach is still as thrilling
as ever. Now, for his 50th birthday, here’s Godzilla like
you’ve never seen him before. Featuring new subtitles
by Bruce Goldstein and Michie Yamakawa. 

A TOHO FILM  
A RIALTO PICTURES RELEASE

1:10, 3:15, 5:30, 7:30, 9:40

NEW 35mm PRINT! 
OF NEVER-BEFORE-SEEN FOOTAGE!

NEW TRANSLATION & SUBTITLES!

A

WITH SUPPORT FROM THE CONSULATE GENERAL OF SWEDEN, NEW YORK
SPECIAL THANKS TO STEPHANIE FRIEDMAN, PETER BECKER, AND SARAH FINKLEA, JANUS FILMS; ELISABETH HALVARSSON-STAPEN, CONSULATE GENERAL OF SWEDEN, NEW YORK; 

LARS HEDENSTEDT AND JÖRGEN BURBERG, SWEDISH INSTITUTE, STOCKHOLM; LENA ENQUIST, SWEDISH FILM INSTITUTE; SVENSK FILMINDUSTRI, STOCKHOLM; JOHN KIRK AND IRENE RAMOS, MGM.

Perhaps the most pivotal event in the life of Ingmar Bergman
(born 1918) occurred at age 10, when he traded half his
toy soldiers for a movie projector. From his earliest youth,
Bergman was among the most hardened of film buffs,
and from his university days an enfant terrible of
the theater. He achieved his ambitions early,
getting a screenplay produced by Sweden’s
top director and becoming the head of a
major theater in Europe before he was 26
— and making his first film before age 28. To
try to encapsulate his brilliant cinema career
is impossible, but an overview would encompass
his progression from tormented, sensitive male
protagonists; to strong female leads; to a series
of God-haunted works; to island-location “chamber”
works; to powerful, scathing examinations of intimate
relationships, with romantic comedies interspersed
throughout; to the warmth and charm of his later
The Magic Flute and Fanny and Alexander.
Bergman’s work with his stock company
has made him arguably the greatest director
of actors in the history of the medium, and
his overall technical mastery and his brutal
honesty and relentless search for truth have
made him, as well, one of the greatest
artists of the 20th century.

MAY 21-JULY 1  SIX WEEKS

INGMARBERGMAN
MAY 21-27 ONE WEEK

FANNY AND ALEXANDER

T H E  PA S S I O N  O F  A N N A

Fanny och Alexander (1982) Christmas at the mansion of
the pleasure-loving Ekdahl family, 1907 — and Pernilla
Allwin and Bertil Guve as the title children watch as their
massive clan gathers for one of the cinema’s greatest
holiday celebrations, among its highlights their lovably
rapscallion uncle Jarl Kulle’s delight at his servant girl
mistress’s pregnancy, smiled at by all concerned. But after
their theater manager father dies and their actress mother
Ewa Fröling marries bishop Jan Malmsjö, their world
constricts to stern family terrors. Ah, but there’s a secret
friend to the rescue, Erland Josephson’s Jewish antique
dealer, bringing with him a taste of the supernatural.
Bergman’s penultimate work for the cinema, designed as
a kind of valedictory, touches on a kaleidoscope of his
favorite themes: the theater, male/female tensions,
childhood, repressive religion, etc., as well as
being one of his warmest and most
autobiographical works. A dazzling period
recreation — sumptuously photographed by
Sven Nykvist — and a gigantic worldwide
success, garnering awards from Sweden

(Best Film, Director, and Actor Jarl Kulle),
Italy (Best Foreign Film, Director,
Screenplay), France (Best Foreign Film),
the U.K. (Best Cinematography); and in
the U.S., where it won Best Foreign Film
awards from the New York and L.A. critics
and the Golden Globes, as well as six
Oscar nominations, winning for Art
Direction, Costumes, Photography, and
Best Foreign Film. “A tale of two families:
one theatrical, warm, loving, hedonistic,
far-reaching; and the other clerical, mean-
spirited, cold, self-righteous, vain.. . If, as
announced, this is the master’s last film,
he leaves us in a blaze of glory.” – David Shipman. 

A JANUS FILMS RELEASE    

1:00, 4:40, 8:20

INGMAR BERGMAN CONTINUES ON REVERSE

NEW
35mm

PRINT!
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THE COMPLETE UNCUT,

NEVER BEFORE RELEASED IN THE U.S.!

UNDUBBED JAPANESE VERSION . . .

WITH 40 MINUTES 

MAY 21-JULY 1  SIX WEEKS

INGMARBERGMAN

“A CLASSIC 
EROTIC COMEDY! . . .  
Barreto can express 
lust with class, and 
it’s an exhilarating,
civilized gift.” 

– THE WASHINGTON POST

<Dona Flor
and herTwo Husbands 

NEW 35mm PRINT!

STARRING

SONIA BRAGA

RECEIVE OUR WEEKLY E-MAIL NEWSLETTER! Go to: www.filmforum.com/info

Fred Zinnemann’s

WINNER 
OF 4 ACADEMY 

AWARDS

PROGRAMMED BY BRUCE GOLDSTEIN

APRIL 30-MAY 6   ONE WEEK   NEW 35mm RESTORATION!

“TERRIFIC FILMMAKING. . .COOPER’S PERFORMANCE 
ACHIEVES MYTHIC POETRY.”– Stephen Hunter, THE WASHINGTON POST


